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LOCOMOTIVE TURNTABLES.
I, HTRODUCTIOH
,
1. PRELIMINARY. - In the development of the newer types
of locomotive turntables, the need of further information
on the subject is apparent. Several years ago the writer
was engaged on the design and construction of locomotive
turntahles for one of the railroads in the central west,
and at that time many railroads were building new turntables
on account of the sudden increase in weight 8nd length of
the modern locomotives. Many turntahles were designed
according to standard bridge specifications
7 which however
are not applicable to turntables. In general the railroads
have not given the turntable the attention that its impor-
tance justifies.
The object of this thesis is to present the subject of
locomotive turntables in such a way that what is given therein
will lead to better and more economical turntable designs.
£. DEVELOPMENT.
-
The development of the locomotive turn-
table is an outgrowth of the increased weight, size and
dimension of the modern locomotive.
Turntables have invariably been built only long enough
for locomotives actually in use and frequent enlargement has
been necessary. Very little literature is obtainable upon
the development of the turntable, there being no text books
on the subject. With the exception of a report of a committee
of the American Railway Bridge and Building Association, there
are only a few articles on the subject of turntables published.

Turntables were first made of wood end cast iron. In
1890, the 60 foot wood and cast iron turntable was considered
long enough. Since then, the length of the turntable has
been gradually increased. In 1895, the 70 foot table was
generally used. In 1900, the 75 foot table '.res standard. The
principal railroads were using 80 foot steel turntables in
1905. At the present time, 85 to 105 foot turntables are most
Oommon, and these lengths are standr.rd with the best American
railroads.
3. AIT EAELY TURNTABLE. - The Railway Age of February , 1 871
,
gives an account of a 50-foot c8st-iron turntable, manufactured
by William Sellers & Co., which the Pennsylvania Railway erect-
ed near its shops at 'Vest Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. An
abstract of the description is as follows:
A cast iron rectangular box, resting upon a central pivot,
which is nrovided with parry*s anti - fr icti on conical rollers,
has projecting from it four cast-iron horizontal arms, in pairs
two on each side. Hear their outer extremities, the firms in
each pair are connected by a cast-iron strut, in each end of
which on the under side is a wheel. The wheels ere suspended
just above a circular track below. Up vn the horizontal firms,
cross ties of white oak are placed end on these the rails of
the turntable track are lain.
The center pier is placed upon an exceedingly firm stone
foundation, 6 feet square end capped by e white oak curb 4" X
15" section hold in place by 1" anchor bolts, built ir. the
brick work. On this curb, the tracks from each stall of the
building terminates. The turntable pit is paved with bricks.
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The table is set at suoh a height that when fully loaded,
the wheels tinder the arms bear very lightly on the circular
track, wh r n fully loaded and properly balanced the table is
ready to move. The table is turned by a man with a bar. He
walks around the end pushing by means of this bar, and when he
arrives at the desired track, immediately secures the table
with 8 bolt.
4. REVIEW OF TRAUTWINE * 3 ARTICLE.- In John C. Trautwine's
hand book, published in 1872, are given several descriptions of
turntables which are interesting at the present time, partic-
ularly for their historical value. The cast-iron turntable
and the wood turntable are described; also a turntable which
revolved around one end as a center of motion.
Wooden turntables, with two comnon wheel rollers at each
end of the platform, were sometimes resorted to from motives of
original cost. They were harder to turn and liable to get out
of order, and expensive to repair. They were made of a great
variety of patterns, both as regards the girders, and the central
pivots and end rollers. In plan, these wooden turntables were
sometimes in the shape of a cross, that is, in addition to the
main platform for the locomotive there was another transverse
or at right angles to it, also extending across the pit, and
having end rollers traveling on the circular rail.

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF S?A?TDAET TURNTABLES
IN USE AT THE PRESENT TIME.
1. TYPES OF STANMRB TURNTABLES. - The locomotive turntable
is virtually a swing bridge in dimensions, weight and character
of construction. it revolves horizontally about a vertical
axis, which is generally at the center, altho in some foreign
countries the table is pivoted at one end. The increase in
wheel-base lengths has called for longer tables. A report of a
committee of the American Railway Bridge and Building Associa-
tion shows the standard length of turntables in use by American
Railroads to be *s follows:
75 ft. 80 ft. 85 ft. 90 ft.
B & M. B. 8c 0. A.T. 8c S.F. B.R. & > 5 .
I.R.of Can. B. & L.E. B. 8c A. 0. & A.
C. & E.I. B.R. x P. C. & 0. C.G.W,
I. & G.I. G. of &a, , .1*1. & P.o. c.M. & St. P.
C.R.I. 8c P. C.R.R. of N.J. C.C.C & St.L. C.8t. P.M. & 0.
Mo.Pac. C. & N. ... I.e. D. & H.
M » & 0. C.B. & Q. L.S. 8c. II. 3. K.C.S.
N8t.Kys.of lex. C.I. & L. L. 8c N. N.C. & St.L.
N.Y.I. H. 8c H. C. 8c 3. N.Y.C & H.E. P. & L.E.
P* & R« D. & R.G. I. P. Southern.
St.L.& S.JP- E.J. & E. Pennsylvania.
Wabash. Erie. Pa. Lines W.
G.T. S.A.L.
G.N.
1 00 ft.
C. & 0.
II. 8c W .
Un-to-date turntables are made of cast iron or structural
fltael. The plate-girder type seems to be the most generally
used. They may be divided into deck, semi-through or half
throuph, and through. Pony trusses are used for the longer
spans and where it in difficult to spcure good drainage for the
pit. The deck-girder tyne is preferable to any other type on

account of its low first cost, ease of operation and economy
of maintenance.
the through plate-girder and pony truss may prove econom-
ical for long turntables. It will avoid the great depth of pit
necessary for deck tables, and if excavation is in rock, it will
prove economical. It will also save extra expense for drain-
age of pit when built close to a low water line.
Cast-iron tables, properly designed, have advantages in con
venience of shipment, in ease of repairing and stiffness. Cast-
iron tables can he made to carry any required weight, hut they
must he made deeper and heavier as the load is increased. The
table genera ii : - consists of four cast-iron arms firmly bolted
and secured to a cast-iron center box of requisite width and
strength. The center box surrounds and is suspended from the
first upon which the table turns; the outer ends of the arms
8rfi connected by transverse beams or "cross girts", which carr-y
the wheels that bear on the circular track and take the tip of
the table when the load is not balanced. The cast-iron turn-
table is used mostly for spans under 70 ft.
t. F0JT-TII??I3fG lUKSfABLES. * Several railroads have built
tables of the Pratt type, the girders being hinged at the
center and resting t all times at both ends and at the center.
This type of table has been proposed for locomotives with the
longest wheel base, such as the Mallet Articulated. A modifi-
cation of this type is to provide heavy end carriages and
motors on balancing turntable so that for the shorter locomo-
tives the turning can be performed in the regular way with t, Q
least work, and for the longer loeo.oti.es balancing is not
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necessary as the motors are powerful enough to pull the loaded
end truck around the circle. Designs have been made for
135 ft. turntables of the hinged type, but as yet none has
been built. The turntables are hard to operate, and the time
required to turn them is greater than the center bearing
tables. Advantages are that the depth of pit is decreased
and a method is offered by which locomotives of the longest
wheel base can be turned without the excessive depth required
in the center-pivoted deck plate-girder type.
3, CENTERS. -Centers may be divided into two classes:
First, Those which have a center bearing or pivot and a rim
bearing of wheels running on a circular track at the circum-
ference of the pit. Second, Those which swing entirely from
the center, of this class there are two cases: fa) one having
a horizontal forged ring which bears upon a live ring of con-
ical rollers on the top of the pedestal. The rollers are held
in their relative position by a spider, Plate 1 shows a con-
ical roller center, (b) The disk center. The disk center has
recently been adopted as standard by the Hew York Central Lines.
Plate IV is a disk center. Both the conical roller centers
and the disk centers are in general use.
The CM. and St. Paul Ry., and A.T. and S.P. R.R. use
conical-roller centers. The Hew York Central, Burlington
& Quincy Railways use disk centers.
The Inter-Colonial Railway of Canada uses ball bearing
centers in which hardened steel balls two inches in diameter
roll between top and bottom castings. It has been difficult
to get a satisfactory center of such design for heavy loads.

<SZ4NO4#0 TW?MZ43L£'C£NT£-g,3/OTVJYS CA^C77Y;P^MSY2MUy/A£.&.
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Many rosds have their own special design for centers,
while others use trade standards. With a disk center it is hard-
er to start a tahle
,
thereby requiring slightly greater power.
In swing draw-bridge design disk centers are used exten-
sively, and the centers of this kind are carrying very heavy
loads. It would appear therefore that the disk center should
work satisfactorily for turntables if properly designed and
cared for afterwards. The disk center and the conical roller
center designs both have adherents among tailway engineers.
In the design care should be taken not to exceed a
safe unit stress.,
The allowable unit stresses used in practice are as follows:
Rollers in lbs. per linear inch:
Cast iron £00 d.
Cast steel 400 d (d equals diameter of roller in inches)
Bearing on hardened tool steel or phosphor bronze in disk
center 3000 to 3500 lbs. per sq. inch.
The method of supporting a deck turntable at the center
doe3 not differ materially from that of a through turntable
In a deck table, however, it is desirable to have the support
for the center as high up as possible, that is, as near to the
center of gravity of the load as practical.
Any inequality of bearing on moving parts results in un-
equal wearing.
4. CHOICE OF TTTRTTTAPIS:- A careful study should he made
before deciding unon the type of turntable to adopt. The deck
girder turntable, while perhaps the cheapest, should not be
used if the drainage for pit is poor. A
-through girder turn-
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table will lessen the depth of pit. The cast-iron turntable
may prove economical for locomotives with short wheel heses.
5. LENGTH OF TURNTABLE.
- The required length of turntable
for center balanced table is .generally greater for a locomo-
tive with the tender empty than when loaded. This is shown
yery clearly by the following table of the American Locomotive
Company.
Required length of turn-
tab 'es with
Type Whs elbase Tender full . Tender empty
Six wheel switch, 46 ft . 6 in. 55 Ft .0 in. 68 ft. in.
Ten wheel switch, 56 T? 8-1/2 D 70 n tt 82 tt n
Eight wheel switch. 49 ft 2-1/2 Tt 60 tt n 71 ft n
Mogul
,
56 tt 10-1/4 tt 58 tt »t 72 tt
Atlantic
,
60 tt 9 it 62 tt tt 77 ft
Pacific, 71 W 5-3/4 TT 75 H tt 88 »»
Sonsoiidati on, 58 tt 2-3/4 tl 64 n tt 76 »t n
Mikado, 67 it 10-1/r M 73 tr tt 86 M
Mountain type passenger .70 n 5-1/2 tf 76 tt tt 90 tl
The center of gravity is moved toward the head of the loco-
motive when the tender is empty, therefore the minimum length
for center balanced turntables should be twice the distance from
the center of gravity to the farthest axle load with tender
empty for the locomotive with longest wheel base plus about four
feet. For center and rim bearing turntables the longest wheel
base plus about four feet should be sufficient.
The proper length or advisable length is a question which
should be solved for each particular case. The future increase
in wheel base and allowable space for pit are factors which
should be considered.
6. LOADING AND STRESSES.
- Cooper 's loading, though suitable
for bridges, where the present long wheel bese distributes the
increased loads over greater lengths, is not entirely appli-
cable to turntables supported at the middle on account of the
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great negative bending movement introduced "by modern locomo-
tives.
There is a great variation in practice among the various
railways in the matter of assumed loading.
Engineers who have made a study of this subject consider
the best practice is to design the turntable so that the
heaviest locomotive in service could be turned by it. This
is the most practical way.
Cooper's loading and Cooper's loading modified by increas-
ing the axle sraoing and wheel base 8re used by several rail-
roads. Plate II is 8 comparison of the negative bending moments
for several types of locomotives with different wheel bases.
It shows the error that is made in designing s turntable by
assuming too short a wheel hnsa.
There is need of specifications for turntables. Many
railroads are using their bridge specifications with the same
unit stresses and then adding 50 to 100 percent impact to keep
the deflection down to a minimum and to have enough steel to
take care of corrosion on account of poor maintenance. The
ends of a center balanced turntable should not dreg while
turning heavy locomotives unless special provision is made in
the design of the end trucks. A deflection of l/2 to 3/4 inches
at each end should not be exceeded.
A committee of the American Railway Bridge and Building
Association recommended 10,000 lbs. p<=r square inch for ten-
sion and the equivalent for compression. 6000 lbs per sq. in.
for shear. No allowance for impact except at the ends where
the live load stresses in all parts subject to pounding is in-
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creased 100 percent. Impact does not occur throughout the
entire length ol a turntable; "but the pounding caused "by a
locomotive on entering or leaving the table should he consider-
ed.
7.F0W1B FOE TUR1OTGL- The necessity f0r labor saving
appliances for turning turntables is becoming more and more
recognized. These are essential features and not a luxury on
all important turntables.
The forces to overcome in turning a table are, first,
the inertia of the span itself. Second, -the friction
of the center pivot or rollers. Third, the friction of the
trailing wheels due to the overturning force of the wind, and
the vertical surfaces of the pivot due to the wind pressure.
Fourth, ihe friction of the trailing-wheels due to any
unbalanced load there may be.
Power for turning can be hand power, steam, pneumatic,
gasoline or electric.
The electric motor on tractor furnishes the ideal power
for turntable operation. Where electricity is available and
considerable service is required, the electric tractor, while
more expensive than the air motor, is to be recommended. Loco-
with it and
motives can be handled quicker; it is not as necessary to have
an experienced man to run it. Slectricity for operation is
coming into general use. Only with such a device can a busy
engine house be kept up to its full capacity.
Air motors give excellent service when there is plenty
of time lor handling locomotives, and when there is sufficient
sup -ly of compressed air which can be piped to reservoirs; but



air motors are slow in operation where the locomotive to he
turned must supply the air. The air motor will stsna more
abuse than the electric motor and is less expensive. The air
motor will prove efficient if properly installed and arranged
to take proper adhesion on the circular rail. Care to prevent
freezing of air pipes should be taken. Special attention must
be given in the arrangement of drainage. Air motors have given
excellent service on some roads in the warmer climates.
The Chicago and Horthwestern R.R. at Sscanota, Michigan,
floored the entire locomtive pit. The floor was supported by
cantilever trusses attached to the main girder of the turn-
table. A 3/4 inch steam pipe was placed around the entire
circle rail. A caboose stove was installed under the covered
pit and hung from the main girders. This arrangement prevented
snow from drifting into the pit. The heat at the center kept
the oil warm and thereby reduced the friction. The steam pipe
prevented ice on the circle rail and frost from getting under
the rail and causing trouble by putting the circle rail out of
line.
Gasoline engines ere recommended for turning tables where
electric current cannot be obtained and where liability of
freezing renders the use of air motors objectionable. The ob-
jection to their use is the increased fire risk. Several roads
use steam tractors for their tables.
The cost of the pneumatic tractor is nominally Pour
Hundred dollars ($400.00).
The coat of an electric tractor with a 15 H.P. 60 cycle
A.C. motor

is Eight Hundred and Seventy-five Dollars (#375. 00 )
.
With a 12-1/8 H.P. D.C. motor, about One Hundred Dollars
($100.00) less.
Motors should be railway-type series-wound with water-
proof armature, having a speed of 450 to 650 revolutions per
minute. Controllers for the motor should be placed in the
operator house, together with the switch board and necessary
switches, meters, circuit breakers and fuses.
Friction brakes are used for many turntable tractors.
The size of motor can be found theoretically, but ex-
perience is generally the guide used in determining the size
of motor needed
.
The co-efficient for total friction for rim bearing bridges
was found by C.Shaler Smith to be from 0.004 to 0.008 of the
load on the wheels.
For center bearing turntables the friction is principally
at the center pivot; and the co-efficient at the circumference
of pivot, given by several authorities, is 0.045 to 0.090
C.C. Schneider found the co-efficient of friction to be 0.067
of weight turned at start and 0.045 to maintain motion at
uniform speed for a bridge with a center -bearing of hardened
steel and phosphor bronze disxs carrying e pressure of 5000
lbs. per sq. in.
Unbalanced wind pressure of 4 to 5 lbs. per sq. ft. of
surface of one arm is possible in long spans, but in short
spans of 85 feet or under no unbalanced wind pressure should
be considered.
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8. COMMEHTS.
-Plate VIII showsAgenoral design of the Chic^
and Northwestern Railways 95 foot half thru turntable , designed
to ttirn a 254 ton locomotive* The unit stresses are low in
order to keep the deflection down to a minimum. Impact has not
been considered. The live load is that of the C. and I.F. By,
and not one of the more commonly used as Cooper's or ^addell's
loading.
Fig. 6a ,6b, and Gc are photographs of locomotive turn-
tables in use at the present time showing the typical locomo-
tive for which each turntable is used. <3i and Qt are deck
plate girder turntables for locomotives with long wheel bases.
The tractor cabin is shown at the end of each table. 6b is a
cast-iron deck turntable and is well adapted for the use of
locomotives with short wheel bases of the type shown in the
photograph.
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111. DESIGN OF A PLATE GIRDEE fUEITABLE.
1.ASSUMED LOADING.
-
Let it be required to design a deck
plate-girder turntable* the span "being eighty five feet
out to out of girders; the turntable to he designed in accord-
ance with the specifications given in Chapter VI.
Three locomotives with different wheel "base and weight
will he used in determining the moments and sheers. A 215-
ton and a 225-ton locomotive are assumed as the ones having the
longest wheel bsse and greatest axle loading. These locomo-
tives will give the greatest negative shear and bending moments.
A 213-ton locomotive, equivalent to Cooper's E.60 locomotive^
with the same spacing and axle loads will be used for the half-
span end for such members as floor beams end members not sub-
ject to large negative shear and moment.
Ihe deed load of the turntable per linear foot is estimat-
ed as 2000 pounds. This esti-ate is besed upon the weight of a
similar turntable now in use
.
The meximum shears and moments
--ill bo determined for two
conditions of loading. The turntable will be designed so that
it will not rest on all three supports (the end trucks and
girder
center' at the same time, therefore no continuousA act ion will
be considered. There exis* the cases of a balanced cantilever
and e span overhanging one support.
The results are plotted in Plate III and tabulated below
in convenient form. The stress sheet is self explanatory.
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MOMENTS MID SHEARS, ( Loading for One Rail)
225-ton locomotive. 215-ton locomotive.
Dist.from center. L.L.TTag. Moment. Dist.from center. L.L. Keg. Shear.
ft. 2,145,000 lb. ft. ft. 135,000 lbs.
4 B 1,720,000 w * 2.2 n 105,000 w
IE w 840.000 * 8.2 w 75,000 *
81 w 480,000 " n 14. £ " 45,000
30 w ISO, 000 w n 20.2 rt 15,000 n
36 w w n 29.2 n *
Dist.from center. D.L.Heg. Moment . D. L.Heg. Shear
.
ft. 903,100 lb. ft. 42,500 lbs.
5 n 703,100 n n 37,500 n
10 " 528,100 n n 32,500 w
15 w 378,100 n * 27,500 w Max. Heg. Moment
20 n 253,100 * 22,500 w 3048,000 lb. ft.
25 w 153,100 w ff 17,500 w
30 * 78,100 n n 12,500 n Max. Keg. Shear
35 n 28,100 w n 7,500 n 177,500 Lbs.
40 n 3,100 n n 2,500 n
42.5 n n n
213-ton locomotive.
Dist.from center. L. L. Positive Moment. L.L. Positive Shear.
ft. lb. ft. 113,100 Its.
5 * 454,100 w K 90,800 n
10 n 757,800 " n 70,900 w
15 w 932,600 n * 53,000 w
20 n 983,300 " w ww 32,000 ff
Resultant positive moment=779 , 500 lb. ft.
Max. Positive 3hear«113,, 100 lbs.
The calculat i one of the members are given here
?
and the gen-
eral design is shown in Plates IV, V & VI.
The maximum live load negative moment occurs 77hen the 225-
ton locomotive is balanced on the turntable, and is 2,145,000
lb. ft. This combined with the maximum negative dead load mom-
ent gives 3,048,100 lb. ft., as the maximum negative moment.
The maximum positive live load moment is determined by
considering one-half of the turntable as a simple span and run-
ning the 213-ton locomotive over it. Of course this will give
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larger results than if the turntable is considered as overhang-
ing one support at the center. The dead load moment for the
turntable swinging is added to this for the -resultant positive
moment, 779,500 lb, ft.
The maximum negative sheer occurs when the 215-tou loco-
motive is balanced and this combined with the dead load shear
equals 177,500 lbs.
The maximum positive shear for the half span using the
813-ton locomotive is 113,100 lbs. No dead load shear is add-
ed
.
2. BAIL SUPPORTS. - 90 lb. A.S.C.E. rail is recommended as
the minimum rail section. The r8ils will rest upon 6 n x 3/4 w
x 9 n rail plates which bear directly upon the floor beams and
are bolted to same. This is a very good way to arrange for the
support of the rails as it eliminates cross ties and therefore
the maintenance cost of replacing same.
3. WEBS OF Mil GIRDERS. -
Maximum Hera tive L.L.S. = 135,000 lbs.
w n D.L.S. «= 42,500 »
Total 177,500 n
The flange angles will be placed TV- 1/4" back to
back, and the web pl8te will be made 84 in. deep. Allowable unit
shear 6000 lbs. per sq. in. on net section.
Uet area of webs-177,500 divided by 6,000 « 29.58 sq. in.
84n -25 n = 59* (The 25 inches were deducted on account of
rivet holes.)
29.58 divided by 29 s= 0,52 inches.
Use 84" x 1/2" web plate t&r 10 feet each side of the center
The maximum positive shear for one -half span equals
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113,100 lbs.
113,100 divided by 6,000 « 18.85 sq. in. net area required
for web piste 40 feet out from center.
18.85 divided by 0.50 = 37.7 inches required net depth at
end ior one -he If inch web.
37.7 plus 10=47.7 inches actual depth required 40 feet
out, therefore the depth cannot be less than 4 feet over end
trucks. (10 inches added on account of rivet holes)
4. FLAJFGB8 OF MA IS (HB^BS. -
A*- 1£*M divided by d*S where A« area of flange in sq.in.
M-» moment -ii^lh. ft.
&*= depthACf?t
s
C, of gravity
oi flange at any section.
S^dlloweTle unit stress.
The maximum moment at the center equals 3,048,000 lb. ft.
Therefore A - 3,048,000 x IT: divided by 84,0 x 10,000=
43,54 sq. in. reg'd.
Composition of flange at center. Gross Area. Net Area
f-6 Mx 6 W x 3/4 angles. 16,88 so. in. 13.88 sq.in.
l-15"x 3/4" plate 11.25 " n 9.75 n n
l-15 nx 5/8" " 9.37 n 8.13 " M
l-15 nx 1/2" n 7.50 n » 6.50 n "
l/8 of gross web 5.25 n n
Total 53751 ~ "
The cover plates to be riveted up in the order given.
Lengths of cover plates:- (See Plate 111 and VI
The lengths of the cover plates will be determined
by the graphic method. Moment curves with one, two and
three cover plates omitted, will be computed and plotted with
the curve of maximum moment to determine the required lengths.
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So Cover Plates Omitted. Net Flange Area. Maximum Moment at Qon-
1 37.01 sg.in. £.57?, 000 It. in. te ^
2 88.88 " " 1,983,000
19.13 " " 1,286,000 M M
Scaling the half lengths, multiplying each by two and
adding two feet we have.
1 plate 15" x l/?"-8'-0" top and bottom.
1 " 15 w x 5/8"-16'-0" " " "
1 " 15" x 3/4"-3^ , -0 M bottom.
1 " 15" x 3/4" -85' -0" top cover plate to run the full
length of girder.
The compression flange will be made of the same gross
area as the tension flange and will he braced laterally by the
lower lateral system, cross and end girders and intermediate
cross frames.
Rivet spacing in main girder flanges. -(a) Determination of
the pitch of the rivets for connecting the web and ilange of
the girder. The horizontal component of thn stress in the flange
will be used in determining the rivet spacing es there are no
direct loads applied to the top of the flanges,
inches rivets wil"1 be used throughout.
Let V = the maximum shear at any point on the girder.
h = the effective depth, i.e., the denth c. to c. of
gravity of flange, in inches.
R ~ the least value of a rivet to resist either crush-
ing or shear.
p - the theoretical space between two adjacent rivets
in inches.
Then p=*R«h divided by V.
Allowable shear =*• 6000 lbs. per sq. in.
" bearing » 12000 w " w
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Distances Shear in lbs. Theoretical
from center pitch in inches.
177500 2.4
5 139000 3.1
10 108000 4.0
15 108000 4.0
20 83000 5.3
25 55000 8.0
30 72000 6.1
35 90000 4.9
40 104000 4.2
42.5 30000 14.5
Use two lines of rivets as shop clearance requires that
7/8 inch rivets bo not closer than 2 5/8 inches.
Use minimum spacing of 2 l/2" Inches.
Use maximum spacing of 4" inches, except at the stiffeners
where 4 l/2 inch spacing can be used.
(h) Determination of the pitch of the rivets for connecting the
cover plates to the horizontal legs of the flange angles.
Let n« number of rivets in one transverse line through
cover plates and flanges.
a=total area of cover plates at section.
A- area of entire flange at section.
S* total maximum shear in pounds, at the section, reduced
in the ratio of the net area of flange angles and plates to
the net area of flange plus l/8 the grosp web section.
R t h and p the same ss previously given.
Then p=r(n-R-h divided by s)x(a divided by a.)
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The pitch as computed by this formula shall "he diminished
15% for every cover plate more than one to Allow for the "bend-
ing stresses.
Center. p=£ x 3610 x 84.0 divided by 156,100 x 45.51
divided hy £4.38=* 6.9 in.
Substracting 30$ on account of two cover plates we have
4.8 in. the required pitch. 10 ft. out. p«=16 in.
Use two rows of rivets with a maximum spacing of 4 3/4
inches.
5. CROSS GIRDERS.
-
The two cross girders near the center
of the table will be designed to carry the 225-ton locomotive
plus the deed lo«d.
225-ton s = 450,000 lbs.
450,000 divided by 4 IIP, 500 lbs. L.L. shear.
42 ,500 n D.L. shear. No impact.
Total — 151,000 lbs.
155,000 divided by 6,000 « 25.83 so. in. not area required
for the web.
60" x 9/16" plate = 33.70 sq. in.
33.70-8«=25,7 so. in. ( 8 sq. in. deducted on account

Connection of web of cross girder to vertical angles.
155,000 divided by 5,900 = £$.S. Use two rows ol rivets
13 in, each row.
Connection of vertical angles of cross girder to main
girders.
155,000 divided "by 2x 3610= SI. 4 Use 22 rivets. The filler
will be mafla wide enough to engage 16 rivets.
Flnnges: Maximum moment *= 155, OOOx 1.5*= 232,500 11). it.
Uet Area- 232,500x IS divided by 57. 7x 10,000^=
4,84 sq. in.
4,84 plus ?,\ 00 s8 6.84 sq.in. total gross area of
angles required.
Use £-5 nx 3 l/2"x 3/3 angles. Area« 6.10 sq. in.
Rivets 8pacing»R'h divided by 7"*= 5,900 x 57.7
divided by 155,000 •= 2.2 in.
Use two rows of rivets - ? l/4" spacing.
6.IUTBHMEDIATE fBAHSYBBSE (ylRDERS. - The location of the
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transverse girders are shown ir Plates IV & V, These girders
are connected to the cross girders find support the saddle
which carrys the load to the nier.
Span 4'-0". Depth*8 3-0 l/4" b. to b. of angles.
Maximum shear =155 ,000 lbs.
Web area 155,000 divided by 6 t 000**£5.83 sq. in. required
(net)
Use-36 n x 7/8" nlate. 31.5 sq. in. (Gross),
31.5 - 6** 85. 50 sq.in. (6 sq.in. deducted on account
of rivet holes!
Flange. Maximum moment w I divided by 8» 77,500 x 2 =
155,000 lb. ft.
Area 155,000 x 1? divided by 3f.3 x 10,000^5.76 sn.in.
Use T-6 n x 4 M x l/r n angles.
Uet area«=7.50 sq. in. These angles «re somewhat heavy,
but or, account of their importance it is not considered best to
use smaller angles. The rivet spacing is calculated by the
method used for the cross girders.
7, FLOOR BEAMS.- To determine the size ^r.d spacing of the
lloor beams.
L.I «= 30,000 lbs.
50/o Imp.** 15,000 lbs.
D.I. = .;00 lbs.
Total sheerer, 300 lbs. Moment^45 ,300 lb. ft.
Sectional modulus s= M divined by S-45,300 x 12 divided
by 10,000*== 54.4
Use lor end and intermediate floor beams.
15 w - 4' lb. I-Eeams, spaced £1" c. to c. Rivets for connec

tion angles.
Connection of T-Beam to angles.
Thickness of web of I-Beam = 0.41 in. Use 6W x 6" x 3/8"
connection angles.
45,300 divided by 4,305 = 10.5. Use 11 rivets.
Connection of angles to main girders.
45,300 divided by 2 x 3,940^5.75. Use 6 rivets.
8. SPLICE PLATES FOP WEBS OF MAITT GIRDERS.- The web plates
will be symmetrically spliced with plates on each side, with
two rows of rivets, staggered, on each side of the joint. The
splice will be at least equal ir shearing value to the net
section of the web plate. The web will be spliced for both
shear and moment.
Web equivalent equals 5.25 sq. inches.
i
rPlate ITI)Total moment at wa w equals
Unit 10,000 x 64. 25 divided by 84.00= 7650 lbs. per sq.in.
Gross area *= 68,600 divided by 7650a=8.97 sq. in.
Assume the flange splice plate 8 inches
wide
.
Moment 5.25 x 10,000 x 84 *= 4 ,410 ,000 lb. in.
Stress C4 ,410, 000 divided by 64.25)==
1,640,000 lb. ft.
68,600 lbs.
Thickness=: 8.97 divided by 2(8-2)^0.748 in.
Use 3/4 inch splice plates.
Rivets for horizontal or moment splice plates.
-
68,600 divided by 5270» 13. Use 14 rivets, 2 rows.
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Rivets for vertical plates.
-
177,500 divided by 5,270 = 33.7. Use 34 rivets each side
of joint, two rows.Bdge distance 2 l/8 inches.
Tot9l moment at "b" equals 920,000 lb. ft.
Use the same thickness of splice plates.
5.25 wx 10,000 x 66 w— 5,465,000 lb, in.
Stress = 3,465,000 divided by 46=
75,400 lbs.
Rivets for moment platen 75,400 .Uvided
by 5270 =- 14. 25. Use 15 rivets , 2 r^ws.
Rivets for vertical plates
Shear that web will resist at "b" 6000 x (66-22) divided
by 2-132000 lbs.
132000 divided by 5270«=25 rivets each side side of
joi-t, 2 rows.
9. SPLICK ANGLES FOR FLAIGES OF MAI IS GIRDERS.- Flanges
shell never be spliced unless it is impossible to get material
of the required length. Where flange splices occur the follow-
ing requirements shall be ohserved-
(1) Splices always should be located Bt points where
there is sn excess of flange section.
(2) Wo two parts of the flange shall be spliced with-
in two feet of each other.
(3) The splices should be located with a view to
keeping the rivet spacing as regular as possible.
10.STIFFEUEBS FOR WEBS OF MAIN GIRDERS. - The stiffeners
for the web plates of a turntable girder may be divided into

two goreral classes, intermediate stiifeners and concentrated
load stirreners.
The minimum width or the outstanding leg or the stifiener
ang"1 e will he determined by the empirical formula.
d divided by 30 plus d- depth of girder m incb.e
84 divided by SO plus F-4.8 in. Use 5 in.
The main function or the intermediate stiffeners is)
To keep the wet from buckling, due to compressive stresses
in it.
The secondary functions or the intermediate stirreners ere;
(8) To hold -the compression flange fror lateral failure as a
whole a-nc from failure in detail in any direction,
(b) To hold the web true to shape during manufacture and erec-
tion.
No rational theory has been developed upon wnich the de-
sign of intermediate stiifeners may he based.
The web will be stiffened by placing pairs of vertical
angles on opposite sides of the web i^late, and riveted to-*
gether with fillers of the same thickness as the llange angles.
The intermediate stiifeners will be designed to trans-
mit to the web the heaviest concentrated load which comes
upon it.
Therefore:- 30,000 divided by 10,000-3 sq. in. net
sectional area required.
Use r-5" x 3 l/P n x 3/8* angles. This furnishes rnore
than the required area, but 3/8 in. material is the minimum
thickness allowed in first class practice. The distance c. to
c. oi the stiifeners should dec? ease towards the center of the
turntable. The stiifeners should not be spaced greater than

4 foot centers. See Plate V for the spacing of the stiffer-
ers.
The concentrated load stiffeners are used:-
(a) To relieve the rivets connecting- the loaded flange to the
web, by transferring the load directly to the web,
(b) To reduce to proper amount the vertical stresses, on hor-
izontal planes in the web brought from concentrated loads*
The stiffeners supporting concentrated loads will be de-
signed to take the vertical shear.
Stiffeners opposite cross girders.
155,000 divided by 10,000= 15.5 so. in. sectional area re-
quired (net).
Use g-5" x 3 l/r 1 x 3/8" angles)
1-8 1/2" x 3/- n plate
) Outside.
)
Use 2-6" x 3 l/E| x 5/8" angles)
) Inside.
1-16" x 3/4" plate. )
All the stiffeners must fii closely to the
upper flange angles and the concentrated load
stiffeners must also fit closely to the lower flange angles.
Rivets for concentrated load stiffeners. See design of
cross girders.
11. LATERAL SYSTEM. - The lateral system for a deck turn-
table should be designed to carry strains to the center.
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P
fi
is the pull necessary to turn the table which for de-
sign will he taken as 0.10 of total weight turned applied at
the circumference of the disk center. Diameter of disk equals
20 in.
¥herefore P^ 650,000 x 0.10= 65,000 Ins.
P
o
= 65,000 x 0.r3 divided hj 40^ 1350 lbs. Secsnt 45°=
1.414.
Stress in laterals ^ 1.414 x 1350* 1900 lbs.
I
Net area required » 1900 divided by 10,000 -70p =
0.25 sq. in.
1-3 1/2* x 3 l/2* x 3/8" angle. £.48 sq.in. (gross.)
2.48 - 0.65 *1.73 sq.in. (net).
Use 1-3 l/S x 3 l/P" x 3/8" angle as it is the minimum
allowable for good practice. Use 3 rivets to each connection
and 12" x 3/8" x 1 ' -0 connection plates at ends and
center.
12. TRANSVERSE BRACING. - The general stiffness of the turn-
table will be increased by the use of intermediate cross frames
made up of 3 l/2w x 3 l/P" x 3/8" angles, each connection to
have at least 3 rivets and where the diagonals cross they
will be riveted to a IP" x 3/8" x l'-0 plate.
Tie end cross frames are to transfer the reaction due to
turning the t8ble to the lower lateral system. They will be
made ol 3/8" web plates and 2-5" x 3 l/2" x 3/8" angles top
and bottom of each web plate.
13. SADDLE.- The saddle is shown in Plate IV. it bears
directly upon the center casting, and is connected to the
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intermediate transverse girders. Some railroads omit the
saddle and place the intermediate transverse girders directly
over the center casting. It is good practice to rise a saddle
because the center of gravity of the girder is thus raised. The
saddle should he made of cast steel and have a cast steel
saddle base.
Eivets necessary to connect the saddle to the intermed-
iate transverse girders. Use l n rivets.
310,000 divided by 4715*= 65 rivets required for each
connection.
14. CENTRE.- There are many designs for turntable centers.
^Dypes that give good service for one railroad sometimes fail
entirely when used by another road. This is due partly to
poor design ana to poor maintenance , and can be remedied.
A disk center will he used for the design under consid-
eration, because the writer believes that the extra cost for
turning will he more than offset in cost on account of less
maintenance
.
The disk will be made of phosphor bronze end bear on
hardened steel.
Diameter of disk EO inches. Allowable bearing 3000 lbs.
per sq.in.
650,000 divided by 3,000*= 216 sq.in. required. The disk
will be made larger than required on account of practical
purposes} thie edges being rather thin.
15. END CARRIAGES. - Substantial end carriages should be
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provided for all turntables. Their purpose is twofold; first:
to act as an end support for the turntable while a locomotive
is entering or leaving the table*, second : the wheels set as
friction rollers in turning the table. The tractor is gen-
erally connected by gears directly to the wheels of the end
trucks. On account of the pounding due to the locomotive
entering or leaving the turntable the end carriages shonld be
well built. Some roads provide steel springs to lessen the
the pounding effect.
The wheels are generally made of cast steel 15 inches or
more in diameter with about a 5 to 6 inch face. The Journals
should be brass lined. The Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad
Company's standard 100 foot deck plate girder turntable re-
quires end carriages. The wheels have the following dimen-
sions.
4 wheels 5 inch face, 16 inch diameter, 3 l/4 inch axle of
forged steel, the bearing surfaces of the wheels are chilled
cast iron. The .journals are babbitted.
Referring now to the design under consideration, 4 wheel
to each end carriage connected in pairs, witb a 5" face and
18" diameter will be used. The journals will be made 5" x 6"
long and brass lined. The journal boxes are to be bolted to
a 1 l/2 n x lP n plate which will be bolted to two-15 in. -55 lb.
channels connected to the main girders.

L.I. S.*» 113,100 lbs.
,Q$ Imp ,= 56,550 lbs .
Total =-169,650 rbs. per girder
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Moment ~ 42, 41? x 1.12 x 12= 570,000
Per wheel- 84, 825 lbs.
Par channels 4?, 41? l v s.
lb. in.
Sectional modulus =- 570,000 divided
by 10,000 * 57.
Use 15" - 55 lbs. channels.
Secti onal Llodulus s- 57 . 4
Total Bearing on journals* 4?, 412 lbs.
Size of journal 5 W diameter x 5 n long » 15 sq.in. of bear-
ing area. 42,412 divided by 15 •» 2827 lbs* per sq.in. This is a
safe bearing for the brass bushings.
16. TURUTABLE PIT. - The design of a turntable pit should be
given careful study. Most railroads have their own design for
turntable pits. The turntable pit will be discussed under the
following headings: Drainage, Center, Foundations, Circle Wall,
Paving and Design.
(a) If possible the site for a turntable pit should be select-
ed so that its lowest point will be 8bove the high water nark.
If the pit is placed below the high water line, it becomes
flooded during heavy rains or flood water backs up through the
drains. Tables have beer, operated under such conditions, but the
results are very bad and all moving parts are damaged,
such as the end trucks and center. The water in the pits
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sometimes freezes and stops operation.
The most efficient method is to provide for catch basins
end gravity drains, hut if it is impassible to obtain good
drainage, several things may he done: Use s through type of
turntable, thereby decreasing the depth of pit. Use a shallow,
non-tipping turntable, resting on three supports while turning.
Use waterproof pits with sump and pump.
b. Concrete for the center foundation is recommended. Great
care is necessary in the design end construction of the crnter
foundation.
The size of the center foundation depends upon the lo*d
whieh it is to carry. Good foundation should be obtained
so as to avoid any settlement. The footings should rest
upon bed rock, or on piles, if possible ^unless this is done
the allowable bearing on the soil should he low.
If an air tractor is to he used, a pipe should he im-
bedded in the concrete, bringing it to the surface of the con-
crete at the center of the cap.
Design of a center pier for an 86 foot turntable.
The center pier should he design for » safe bearing on
the concrete, a safe bearing on the soil or on piles and for a
factor of stability of at least two.
Loads Table 170,000 lbs.
Centnr 20,0 >0
Concrete 90,000
Live load 450,000
Total bearing on concrete 640,000 lbs.
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Total bearing on soil or piles** 730 ,000 lbs.
Area "base plate=n.3 square feet.
Pressure on Concrete = 640 ,00^ divided by 21. 3** 30
;
04olhs.
per square foot, which is safe.
The following computations assumes that the load spreads
uniformly through the concrete. If piles are used they should
not "be spaced closer than £'-6" c to c. and should he design-
ed to carry the total load.
Bearing area on soil required *= 730,000 divided by £,'^00=
146 square feet.
Number of piles required ss 730,000 divided by 15 x
2,000 =T4.3 or T5.
c.The circle well should he built of concrete, reinforced
if necessary. The greatest care should he used to secure
sound foundation to avoid settlement. To accomplish this the
footings should he extended to hard-pan or rock, or else
supported on piles. Some railroads make the cross section of
the circle wall equal to that ot a gravity abutment, hut this is
not necessary if a complete circle wall is constructed, as the
arch effect permits the use of a lighter wall. The inside dia-
meter of the pit is usually made about 10 inches greater than
the overall length of the turntable.
Expansion joints should be provided.
The C. & 0. Railway require^eight alternate sections with
tarred paper Ft the expansion joints for their 100 ft. pit.
A recess is usually placed in the pit at some point on
the circle wall so as to allow for the inspection of the end
trucks
.
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d. Practically all railroads use concrete or brick paving
for turntable pits in standard installation at the important
points. If the pits are not paved, the rain fall in most
sections of the country will wash away the cinders and stop
up the drains, or will gully up the earth bottom.
The C. & 0. Railway use 6' concrete paving in their
100 ft. pits and a ?.O n x 20" x 3' catch basin with a IF"
cast iron pipe outlet. The C.C.C. and St. L. Railway have used
8" of cinders and 4 n of concrete paving in several of the
recent pits that they have built.
The cost of paving a pit will be close to §1000 but it is
money well invested.
e. The details, such as fastening the circle rail to the wall
and connections of track rail to the top of circle wall, are
important. Each railroad has its own method of doing this.
Some by the U3e of steel ties and plates, others by the use
of steel I-beams and plates or special castings.
By covering the turntable pit with a floor attached to
and revolving with the turntable, much tim« may be saved in
trucking from one part of the roundhouse to another, because it
would then be possible to take the shortest route over the
pavement between tracks end the covered turntable pit instead
of being obliged to follow around the outer wal^ of the round-
house, as is now the case.
The covered turntable pit would make it impossible
for anything to fall into the pit , and , consequently prevent many
accidents to the employees and the turutetole itself without the
resulting delays in getting engines into and out of the round-
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house
.
Carrying this plan a step further, it should >e practi-
cable to enlarge the turntable pit until it has a diameter co-
equal with that of the circle hounding the inner ends of the
stalls.*}
M?his would require a turntable some 150 feet in length,
such a turntable could be supported on severe! concentric rails
and could be so jointed and equalized as to allow of taking up
would be balanced at the middle of the table so that the main
weight would A borne by the center pivot.
By so covering the whole central area with revolving
floor and doing away with the radial tracks, except in the
stalls themselves certs in light machines and benches, clothes
lockers, office^ and other roundhouse appurtenances not en-
volving heavy weights, could be carried on this center table
thus utilizing fully the entire investment in ground space and
roof,
17. APPROACH TRACKS.- The location of the engine house
and the diameter of the turntable pit generally fixes the de-
sign necessary for the approach tracks. There should be at
least two tracks by which locomotives can enter or leave the
turntable^so in esse one track becomes blocked y the turnteble
will not be put out of service.
When plenty of room is available it is best to use a
large angle between two adjacent approach tracks, but when the
space is limited smaller angles are used.
slight inequalities of vertical movements due to the reils not
being exactly level at all spots. In turning, the engine
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In the design under consideration an angle of 7° 30' between
approach tracks will he used. This will allow for 48 approach
tracks if needed. It will do away with the necessity for
frogs in approach tracks, the tracks "being 5'-3" c. to c.
on the circumference of the pit where the rails end.
The rails will hear upon masonry plates and he "bolted
through the plates to the masonry, plate VI is a general lay-
out and design for the pit wall.
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IV. COST OF LOCOMOTIVE THRTTTABLES.
1. CONSTRUCTION COST. - The cost of 8 locomotive turntable
is affected by so many conditions that it is impossible to say
definitely just what this or that type will cost.
Conditions which affect the cost locality, market price of
material end labor, congestion at busy terminals comnared
with unimportant points, time in which work must be completed,
drainage, and many other small factors.
The turntable is so important that pood design and work-
manship should Ti e required rather than low cost.
The average cost of locomotive turntables installed com-
plete, including turntables, concrete pier, circle wall, and
electric tractor ,is given by the curves in Plate VII which coat
is based upon estimates made by the writer. For example, the
average cost of an 85 ft. deck girder turntable complete as
given by the ourve is about f9300. 00.
The curves represent the average of 25 estimates
f
and
while they cannot be considered correct for every case, they
are very close and are useful for approximate estimates.
One can observe from the curves (Plate VII) that the through
girder turntable costs more than the deck girder turntable.
The curves indicates that the cost of turntables varies direct-
ly with the length.
In 1908 an 80 ft. through type turntable was installed
at Minneapolis, repine ing a 64 ft. turntable. The foundation
was placed under traffic, and the change of table was made with
only 15 hours interruption. The detail cost of putting this

table in was 8s follows:
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Labor Material
Excavation $463.94
Gravel 92.14
Concrete work 408.28 #651.52
Forms 21.76 134.19
Circle Rail 38.74
Table proper 361.36 4040.95
False work for curbing 66.36
Removal of old brick work 104.42
Cleaning girders .37. yw
Painting 23.76 188.89
flies and Coning 79.71 14.66
fotal f!1632.09 f 5117. 61
Grand Total $6749.70.
The N.Y.N. H. and H.R.R.R. placed ian 80 ft. turntable
during freezing weather at Providence, R.I. , at the following
cost
:
80 ft. steel teble delivered at Providence , $3400.00
Placing coping and circular rail and
moving table into pit $ 800.00
Concrete in outer wall^and center and forms 2800.00
Excavation and disposal of material 1.500.00
Paving 300.00
Drain pipe to connect with sewer 200.00
Total 19000.00
The CM. and St. P. have three classes of construction for
85 ft. turntables.
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First Class: Construction assumes concrete center and
circle wall. Deck- £10630. 00. Through- $12430.00
Half through- $10900.00
Second Class: Concrete center, concrete rail support and
timber hack wall. Deck $10330.00. Through: $11 ,875.00
Half through- $10475. 00
Ihird Class: Concrete center, pile circular rail support
and timber back wall. Keck $8570.00. Through $10080.00. Half
through $8800.00.
2. MAINTENANCE COST. - The msintener.ee of turntables may-
be easy or difficult according to conditions. The maintenance
cost for a first-cl^ss turntable is smell compared with the
work it is required to do, especially at a busy terminal.
Frequent inspection end immediate correction of any
defects should be made. The table should be painted at least
once a year, or oftener if neoesssry. The table should be
every year.
jacked up and centers thoroughly cleaned and re -filled with oil^
Plenty of good oil should be provided for all moving parts.
The bottom casting of the center should be designed so that the
rollers, disk or balls car, move in a bath of oil; and the top
casting should be so designed that cinders, dirt or other dirt
cannot get inside. All moving parts should >e as near fool
proof as possible. M«ny complaints of tables not working sat i.3-
faQtorily are due to gross neglect in their treatment.
3. OPERATIVE COST. - ^he operative cost of a turntable de-
pends entirely on the local conditions ;and
,
granted that tbe cost
of power for generating electric current or ior driving the
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compressor are the same* electricity as a motive
power will "be theoretically much less expensive. There are,
however, other conditions thst enter into an intermittent
class of service which will show many advantages for electric
tractors.
The horse power, while it can be theoretically determined,
is more a matter of experience. Electric tractors for turn-
tables are usually equipped with about a 10 to 15 H.P. motor,
which gives a speed of about 250 ft. per minute for a table
fully loaded.
Pneumatic tractors are equipped with about 8 to 10 H.P.
then a 10 to 15 H.P. motor,
motors giving a speed proportionately less
A.
If a table is
seriously out of balance or is hinged at the center, the power
required, of course, will be greater and will depend on the
load and the co-efficient of friction for the trucks, plus
the rower required for turning the table on the usual center.
The adhesion on the rail is approximately 1/5 of the total load.
The cost for electricity required to operate e turntable
can be calculated very closely by the formula:
C- 0.000756-?«N-t-c.
Where C= total cost in dollars per year
t- H.P. of motor
N= Locomotives tamed per 84 hours
t- Time consumed in seconds to turn one locomotive
c- Gost of electricity per kilowatt hour in cents.
Suppose electricity cost five cents per kilowatt hour
and it is desired to obtain the yearly coat to turn 100
engines per £4 hours with a 10 H.P. motor. Substituting in the
above
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formula
.
=0.000756 x 10 x 100 x 90 x 5-#34O.£0, cost per year.
The formula 0.000756 P.IT.t.c. was developed by the
writer. Its derivation is as follows:
-
1 horse power per hour ^0. 7457 kilowatt.
1 year "=365 days.
1 hour= 3600 seconds.
1 dollar" 100 cents.
P^Njt^c. as previously given.
The cost in dollars per day t= 0.7457 x P.IT.t.c. divided
by 3600 x 100
The total cost in dollars per year * 0.7457 x P.N.t.c. x 365
divided by 3600 x 100
,\ C = 0.000756 P.H. t. c.
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V. GENERAL COMMENTS.
1. FUTURE DEVELO PMEHT . - The future development of the
locomotive turntable will depend a great deal upon the in-
creased weight and wheel "base of the future locomotive. More
study, no doubt, will be put upon this structure than in the
past and the results will be better turntables. Several rail-
roars have moved their engine houses farther out from the con-
gested district, where the land is cheapor and more room can
be obtained. Several of these railroads have built rectangular
engine houses where plenty of room is obtainable, and have
thereby done away with turntables at such points.
Wye tracks for turning locomotives are used. This is a
very good way and can be used successfully providing enough
room can be secured so as to lay out curves that will not be
too sham.
2. RECOMMENDATIONS. - Specifications for turntables are
needed. Railway associations should obtain information on
turntables and make recommendations.
The American Railway Engineering Association seems to have
overlooked this important subject. The economics of the sub-
ject should be studied, such as location, cost and operation.
In some cases it may be advisable to do 8way with a turn-
table and in its place substitute another method for turning
locomotives.
For first-class standard gauge railroads 85 to 105 feet
should be adopted as standard lengths for turntables and v;here
the wheel bases are extreme, special provision should be made
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for turning.
3. SUMMARY.- The writer feels that there is much to he
learned and written shout the subject of locomotive turntable
In a recent search through engineering literature lor in
formation on the turnt-ble, it was found that very little was
available. Most of the valuable information on this suhject
is held by the railroads.
In less than twenty-five years the locomotive turntahle
has developed from a crude affair, a more revolving wood plat
form of from forty to fifty feet operated by hand power, to
a heavy steel awing bridge turned by mech*nio;Hl power and
capable of handling the heaviest locomotives successfully.
The following publications have been used in studying
the development of the locomotive turntahle.
Railway Age of February, 1871.
Railway Age, Vol. 50, May 12, 1911.
Report of the American Railway and Bridge Association
of 191?.
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VI. SPECIFICATIONS FOB PLATE HIP.DEP. TUB ITTABLES.
1 * PROPOSALS AIJD DRAWINGS.
Proposals-1. Proposals shell "be "based upon general plans, stross
sheets and specifieations made "by the Chief Engineer
of the Railroad Company which give the general di-
mensions and details of the turntable.
Shop Draw-S. Upon the acceptance of the proposal and the execu-
ingS
* tion of the contract, all working drawings shall he
submitted to the Engineer for his approval. Ho shop
work shall he commenced or material ordered until the
drawings are approved by the Engineer in writing.
3. The contractor shall he responsible for the work-
ing drawings end for all shop fits and field connec-
tions.
4. Before any material is ordered or any work commenc-
ed in the shop, the detail shot) drawings in
lupl-ieste shall he submitted for the approval of
the Engineer; one complete .set of drawings shall be
returned and the other retained by the Railroad
Company.
Patented -5. The Contractor must furnish acceptable proof of a
Devices.
proper and satisfactory release from all claims for
fees for any patented device used, and shall protect
the Company against any cl8ims on account of such
patents.
Defini- -6. The expression Purohaser, Railroad Company, En-
tions.
gineer, Inspector and Manufacturer used in these

specifications, are intended to mean respectively, ,
the Chief Engineer of said railroad company, the
inspector appointed by said engineer, and the indiv-
idual, firm or corporation furnishing the finished i
*
material.
2. GENERAL FEATURES OF DESIGN.
Materials- 7. Turntables shall "be made of rolled structural and
used.
rivet steel except where otherwise specif ied .Rivets
shall be made of rivet steel. Cast steel shall be
used in the machinery and for bearings. Cast iron may
be used in parts not subject to stress. Phosphor
bronze shall be used for disk centers.
i ypc o JJ. *• R Tbfl following tvnes of turntables are preferred, and
mrnio Diet)
At. thfl order ffiven.
Deck plate girders, eenter bearing.
Through plate girders, center bearing.
Half through plate girders, center bearing.
Numbers of -9.All turntables shall have two main longitudinal
girders.
girders and not less than four cross girders.
Dimensions -10. The dimensions for the calculation of stresses
for cal-
culations. shall be es follows:
Span Length.
For Girders (alThe distance center to center of end
trucks.
(b'The distance center of girders to
center of end truck.
For floor beams The distance center to center of
girders.
For Stringers The distance center to center of floor
beams
.
Depth.
For plate girders.

6.
Width
Clear
ence
Loads
floor beams end stringers: The distance center to
center of gravity of
flange sections.
11. The distance between centers of girders shall not
he less than six feet-six inches.
• 12. A section as per accompanying diagram must he kept
clear in all turntables.
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3. LOADS.
-13. The turntable shall be proportioned to carry the
following loads:
a. The dead load.
b. The live load.
c. The wind load.
The stresses due to the above loads, as herein
specified, shall be shown separately on the stress
sheets.
Members shall be proportioned for that combination
of stresses which gives the maximum total stress ex-
cept as otherwise provided.
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Dead LoHds-14. The deed load shall consist of the weight of the
turntable, together with the track, machinery and
other supported material.
Live Loads-15.The maximum live load on each turntable shall "be
obtained from the loading shown in the following
Impact
diagrams. o u/~ c
s i,
'[tf-.Q ft
•2 1 5 Tom L
'I
o
0!
O CO OT \n^1
r 4 t
0*. Q7 lb
o
3
Z^STot-H L-OCOi^OTlVt.
2: 31
os
,97 ,0^,0 ^
^ Z.)3"Tors llocor^ioTiv
Of the above loads that which produces the great-
est stresses shall be used.
16. The load on any axle shall be considered as un-
iformly distributed by rails over a length of four
feet in proportioning flange rivets in girders or
stringers which carry direct load iron cross ties.
17. The live loaa shall be placed in the position
which produces the maximum stress in the member
considered.
-18. The stresses due to impact of the live load shall
be determined as follows:
Stresses in all parts subject to pounding on
account of the locomotive entering on leaving the
turntable shall have 50$ of the live load added.
Impact shall not be added to wind loads.
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TCind Loads-19.A wind load of 5 pounds per square foot on the Ex-
posed surface of turntables p s seen in elevation
shall "be used in calculating the overturning force
about the "base of the center support. An unbalanced
wind pressure of 5 pounds per squere foot on the ex-
posed surface of turntables as seen in elevation
shall be added in calculating the resisting force to
turning for turntable over 8.r feet in length.
4.imT STRESSES PROPOHTt0fI1H3 PABTS.
Unit stress-fO.All parts of a turntable shall be so proportioned
es,
that the greatest unit stresses shall not exceed
the following amounts in pounds per sq. in..
Axial tension on n6t section 10000.
i
Axial compression on gross section 10000-70-p
with a maximum of 9000 lb. n' ; r sq. in.
1 ~ length of members in inches.
r sthe least radius of gyration of the member in
inches. Maximum l/r-100.
Bending on extreme fibers of rolled shapes, built
sections, girders and steel castings; net seotio 1-
1Q000.
Shear in web of plate girders on net se :tion 6000
Tension in the extreme fiber of the flanges of beams
proportioned by moment of inertia, net section-lOOOOi
Shear in shop driver, rivets 6000.
Eearing or shop driven rivets, l r000
Bearing on concrete masonry 600
Bearing on rollers of c?<st steel per linear inchr
4 "<0.d (d* diameter of rollers in inches. )
Bearing on phosphor bronze disks 3000.
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R ivets -fl.The effective aiemeter of
a rivet shell b« its
diameter before driving:.
In proportioning tension members the diameter of the
rivet holes shall he taken l/8 inch larger then the
nominal diameter of the rivet.
Field rivets, countersunk rivets end turned holts shall
he increased in raumber 10 percent over the number of
full-headed shop-driven rivets required.
5. DKTAILS OF BESIGH,
parts ac-rr. Details where possible shall he designed so that all
cessihle
'parts will he accessible for inspection, cleaning,
painting and repairs. Pockets or depressions which
would hold water shall heve efficient drain holes.
Limiting-S3. Metal shall not be less than 2/8 inch thick. Metal
oTmetei?thicker than 7/8 inch shall not he used in riveted
work. leb plates shall have a minimum thickness of 7/16
Strength-T4. Connections shall have a strength at least equal to
of cor-
nectlons. that of the members connected, regard"! ess f the com-
puted stress. Connections shall he made, as nearly as
practicable, symmetrical about the axis of the member.
Size of -25. Rivets shall be 7/8 inch in diameter unless other-
rivets.
wise specified.
Pitch of-r6.The maximum pitch in the line of stress for member
composed of plates and shapes shall be 6 inches. The
minimum distance center to center of rivet ho^os shall
be three diameters of the rivet, but the distarce shall
preferably he not less then 3 inches for 7/8 Inch
rivets and t l/f>. inches for 3/4 inoh rivets ana 3 l/r
inches for 1 inch rivets.
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Effective-? 7. The effective ares of single angles in tension, if
area of
single connected by one leg, shall "be 70 percent of the net
angles.
area, and, if connected by both legs, 90 percent.
Edfe Dis -£8.The edge distance from the center of any rivet
tar.ce
.
hole shall not he less than 1 l/£ inches.
Splices Splices of tensior merahers shall have a strength
10 percent in excess oi that of the "body oi ^:he member.
Compression merr.hers shall he fully spliced without
dependence uron the contract of ahutting ends.
Indirect
-30. If splice plates are not in direct contact with the
splices.
parts wh-'ch they connect, rivets sh^ll he used on
each side of the point in excess of the numher requir-
ed in the case of direct contact, to the extent of
one-third of that numher for each intervening plate.
Rivets
-31. Rivets carrying calculated stress and passing
through
fillers. through fillers shall he increased in numher one-
third for each filler, and the excess rivets, if prac-
ticable, shall he outside of the connected memler.
Hrip of -3T. Rivets carrying calculated stress, and whose grip
rivets.
exceeds four diameters, shall he increased 1 percent
for e8ch additional 1/16 inch of grip. The grip of
rivets shall not exceed .six inches.
Types of -3s. The floors may consist of steel lloor-beams and
floor
.
strin^rs, with wooden cross-ties sirnportinr the rei">s
or, a special design if approved. In deck girder turn-
tables, the cross-ties shall. rest direct -1 ;? or the ton
flange
.
Floor
-34. Floor members shall he designed with special refer-
memhers
.
enoe to stiffness , and th = depth of floor beans and

Track
Spacing of
Girders
.
Depth of
Girders.
End Conr.eo
tion angles
Floor Beams-
Flange
Section.
Flange
Plates.
Web Plate
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stringers shall, as a rule, "be not less than one-
tenth of their length.
Specifications for plate girders shall also apply
to floor beams and stringers.
35. Track rails, timber floors, guard rails, includ-
ing bolts and washers will be furnished by tbe
Company, unless otherwise specified.
36. Deck plate girders shall not be spaced greater
than 7 feet 6 inches Between centers.
37. The depth of plate girders shall not >e less than
one -twelfth of the span.
38. The end connection angles of stringers and floor
beams shall be not less than 5/8 w thick.
Stringers shall be riveted between the floor beams.
39. In through turntables the floor beam shall be
riveted directly to the girders.
-40. The flange cover plates shall preferably form
no more than one -half, and in no case more than
£5 percent of the gross area of the flange angles
and cover plates combined.
-41. Flange plates shall be equal in thickness or
diminish in thickness from the flange angles out-
ward. They shall not be greater in thickness than
the flange angles.
The first top flange plate of all girders shall
extend the full length of the girder. All othei
flange plates shall extend at least IT inches be-
yond the theoretic*3 ! end.
-42. Plate girders shall be proportioned >^y assuming
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Flange that the £lenge3 are concentrated at their center of
gravity and one-eight of the gross section of the
web, if properly spliced, may be used rs flange
section.
Bracing -43. The top flanges of stringers and plate girders
top flange.
shall preferably he braced at such intervals as to
permit the top flanges to be of the s-c rae gross
section as the bottom flanges.
Flange -44. Splices in flange plates end. angles must always be
splice.
avoided when sufficiently long plates and angles are
procurable. Two members shall not be spliced at the
s p me cross-section, find , if practicable, splices
shall be located at points where tbere is an excess
of section. Flange angle splices shell consist of
two angles, on6 on each side.
Wet -45. Web nletes shall be symmetrically spliced with
splices.
plates on each side. The splice sball he at least
equal in shearing value to the net section of the
web plate. The web shall "be spliced for both shear
and moment.
Stiffeners. -46. Plate girders shall have web stiffeners placed on
opposite sides of the web piste in pairs at inter-
vals not greater than 75 % of the distance back to
back of angles. Stiffeners must he placed at bearings,
points of concentrated loads end at web splices.
-47. The minimum size of stiffeners bearing against
6 W x 6" flange angles shall be 5" x 3 l/2" x 3/8 H ,
and against 8" x 8" flange angles shall be 6" x
3 x 3/8".
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-48. End stiffeners and those under concentrated loads
shall he on fillers. Intermediate stiffeners shall he
offset or on fillers.
Rivets -49. Rivets in stiffener angles shall have the maximum
in stiff
eners. spacing, except rivets in end stiifeners and stiff-
eners at concentrated loads which shall develop the
full computed stress in the stiifeners.
Gusset -50. In through plate girder spans the floor "beams shall
plates in
through he connected to the girders by means of gusset plates,
Girders.
or kneehraces with not less than 7/lG" wahs, extend-
ing usually to the clearance line to stay the top
flange.
Ends of -51. The upper corners of all through plate girders shall
through
girders. he rounded. The girders shall he neatly finished with
end plates.
Bracing
-5*". Bracing shall he composed of rigid menders with
riveted connections. No angle in hracing shall he less
than 3 l/P x 3 iff. x 3/8 inches, nor connected by less
than three rivets. Angles shall "h e connected at their
intersection by plates.
Bottom lateral hracing shall he provided by all
deck turntables.
Deck plate girders turntables shall have cross
girders at each end and intermediate cross-frames at
intervals not exceeding 15 feet.
Snans -53. Piste girders less than 85 feet in length shell be
shipped
riveted. shipped riveted complete, unless otherwise specified.
Movable
-54. Movable bearings shall he designed to permit motion
& fixed
bearings, in one direction only. Fixed bearing shall be anchored
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to the masonry with not less than 1 l/4 inches holts.
Centsrs-54.Disk centers shall he used unless otherwise specified.
The disk shall he made of phosphor "bronze and hear on
hardened steel disks. The hase and lower portion of the
center shall he cast steel. The saddle shall h8ve at
least 4-1 1/4 inch rihs and shall he made of cast steel.
End -55. End trucks shall he provided for at both ends of the
t ru ck s
turntahle. The wheels shall he cast steel fixed on
axles turning in journals which shall he brass lined.
Turning-§6. The turning machinery shall he of an approved de-
ma chine ry
sign. The contractor shall guarantee all workmanship
8nd materials to he first cl^ss in every particular
and sha"1 ! enter into an agreement to replace and re-
pair, without charge, any parts in w hich defects
may he developed during the first year of operating
after the acceptance hy the Engineer of the Railroad
Company.
6-11. MATERIALS, WORKMANSHIP ,PAIHTIIG .TOrSHISG,
AHP SKIPPING, INSPECTION 'TP' ERECT 10!!. .
-57. The material, workmanship, painting, weighing and
shipping, inspection and erection shall conform to
the fourth edition of the American Railway Engineer-
ing and Maintenance of Way Association's General
Specifications for Steel Railroad Bridges in so lar
as they apply. A copy of the ahove specifications is
hereto attached and made a part of these specifications
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